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An artivist and self-advocate. Heath Birkholz has nine-year-experience in         
integrated arts beginning in 2007. Heath uses this experience to support           
his advocacy for community and relationship building for sustainable         
living. Heath works on connecting relationships of diverse communities         
and genders, human rights and love.  
 

 
 
Harmanie Taylor is an integrated dance artist with the All Bodies Dance            
Project based in Vancouver BC. Previously based in Edmonton as a           
founding member of iDance Edmonton (currently known as CRIPSiE),         
Harmanie has been actively involved in the integrated dance movement          
since 2006 as a dancer, choreographer and teacher. 
 
 
 
Emily Hutcheon has been a member of MoMo Mixed Ability Dance           
Theatre for three years as part of the performance ensemble. In her            
artistic practice, Emily has engaged in theatre, has practiced clowning,          
and has learned a variety of dance styles including hip hop and            
interpretive dance. Emily is an apprentice teacher with MoMo. 
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We, Heath Birkholz and Harmanie Taylor, have been given this great opportunity to             

share knowledge about integrated dance. We thought hard on what we each could             

offer for Tips and Tools about disability arts, and hope our experiences can guide other               

artists or a general audience.  

 

To you the reader, wherever you are reading this from: choose your own path. We are                

honoured if you take anything we wrote and fashion it to your life. It is our hope to get a                    

chance to talk or that you can talk with others about what you think regarding our tips                 

and tools.  
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Setting the Foundations in Disability Arts: Tips From Heath Birkholz 

Tip #1: To Teach Is To Be The Student 

Teaching is truly a tremendous gift granted to us from the refining and mastery of an                
art, after the dedication of being a student.  
 
My first tip to being a teacher: 
Be the student.  
 
No matter how many students you have; the experience and knowledge of each             
student is a powerful asset to refining your art and what you teach. What your students                
can teach of their experience, makes the art you teach exciting and can contribute to               
both of you getting invested even more into the art. 
 
Keep in mind: 
We are all teachers; 
We are all students. 
 
What you are teaching may or may not give you that title, but when you are working                 
together learning, enabling everyone to understand we all are teachers of ourselves            
and students of others can allow everyone to have equality.  
 
The challenge is refining these experiences into your art. How you craft it is the brilliance                
of your art and the people who engage with you and learn with you will set the                 
groundwork and fundamentals in this journey. 
 

 
TIP #2: ENSURE YOUR ART CAN BE ACCESSED BY, AND CREATED BY, YOUR COMMUNITY 
 
Whatever and however you set yourself in disability arts – know your foundation.             
Changes always happen, but if you neglect the foundations your art can lose its              
purpose. This applies whether you are an independent artist or you are in a more               
collaborative art (or both!); making sure that the foundations of the art you are involved               
with, is met with how your art progresses. 

My background in disability arts communities really gave me my understanding of how             
this is important. In most of the disability arts communities my interests lay with the               
people I created art with. When we would communicate I would learn about the path               
that built the foundations of the community. 

In developing from that foundation, I could feel at home with the community. Having that               
feel of home, allowed our building of bridges between the communities, with the             
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meaning in our art. Like roots are to a tree in their vitality; the foundation was the roots of                   
the community and our art. These roots, allow the art we make to thrive (or like roots, let                  
the tree thrive). 
 
Community is the place where I have felt most at home. It became where I felt validated                 
and value for those around me. Community can be in any direction of your life, but it is                  
an added component to what gives me my center and wholeness. Here are some things               
I have felt, even if not necessary, that I personally needed to nourish and sustain my                
feeling that community was resonating from myself equitably with everyone else. It is             
necessary to: revisit/adjust/negotiate/compromise…and so much more! And while        
being involved in art process in communities, after the exposition of the art there is often                
a feeling of disruption and burnout. Don’t get me wrong, burnout is needed to reset and                
open new possibilities. I found that going about my own way of resetting community              
building and community development helps a burnout to reignite both art making and             
community wellbeing while setting seeds for new possibilities. 
 

 
TIP #3: ENSURE SAFETY AND CONSENT WHEN WORKING TOGETHER 
 
This tip comes from the part of my background where I first got to experience working                
with a partner as co-choreographers. From the very beginning, to partner on            
choreography we had to consent on taking our artistic ideas and get them to work               
together. To consent, we needed to negotiate and compromise, so each of us felt our               
ideas were respected and included. Consent and safety then leads to everyone’s needs             
being met and their contribution being acknowledged. 
 
Consent involves asking permission from others. If the consent is refused or accepted,             
the person requesting it is respecting and trusting those asked. That respect is             
necessary, and if you feel you maybe should get consent, or are unsure, ask for consent.                
Revisiting that consent, especially in long term projects and relationships is equally            
important to maintain that trust in that relationship. Boundaries are to express what an              
artist won’t or can’t do. In my learning to understand asking for consent, boundaries are               
crucial. In saying that, when boundaries are respected, the understanding is clarified of             
how valuable consent is in professional relationship building. Asking for consent and            
clarifying boundaries allow you to know that your areas of difficulty are shared and              
respected.  
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TIP #4: PRACTICE GENEROSITY AND AN OPENNESS TO (UN)LEARNING 
 
It is key through the creation and exhibition (as well as the afterwards or legacy of that 
art!) to maintain generosity. Maybe the way people respond, or interact towards your 
work does not value the sweat and tears it took to make your art. This is often true. Here 
are two things to think about: 
 

➢ LEARN 
Question what they might have done if they had made the art. Find out about the 
people who could be a future collaborator, or could unleash new thoughts in 
making your next art piece.  
 
➢ UNLEARN 
You have the wonderful asset of knowing what you know. To better yourself (as well 
as others, if they chose to) is to unlearn, to see ways outside of yourself. Whoever is 
engaging with your art, have graciousness for others as you would value 
graciousness to be given to you.  

 
It may be hard as it may go to those who are unappreciative to you and your art. It is                    
your choice to be gracious or not, according to your needs and desires. Sometimes              
calling attention to problematic things requires a response of Assertiveness! Anger!           
Advocacy! At times, audiences may say one word that can insult or shut down an artist. I                 
have had it happen many times. If we want our art to get out there, we need to accept                   
that is a reality and advocacy will help make bridges to minimize that word. Recognize               
none of us are perfect and we are all trying our best. Your graciousness can open doors.                 
The reality is that you have had the opportunity to have your art enter a person’s life and                  
impact it. Whether you have an audience of one or an audience of the world, your                
imprint will cause a difference. If that response was not as you intended, that is               
something you can refine for your future art. Whatever the response, it is a gift of the                 
artwork we make to have this opportunity. Graciousness allows the time, the joys and              
pains of making that art to be honoured. 
 

 
TIP #5: CULTIVATING YOUR PERSONAL ETHICS 
 
Big questions arise concerning equality and equity in disability art. The labour and love              
you put into it, can often feel like it doesn’t get the respect it or you deserve. On the flip                    
side, do you feel you are reciprocating that level of respect with your fellow artists and                
people involved in making your art able to get to be seen? It can be difficult to recognize                  
when you are harnessing your art to see the others involved, particularly those less              
focused on your creative process in making art. I make this mistake and it is an ethic                 
that I try hard to address and improve for my future self. In learning to build some                 
personal ethics, here are a few of my own: 
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RESPONSIBILITY 
 
In every stage in the creation of art, whatever the role in it, the value of responsibilities is                  
essential. Responsibilities are crucial to getting your art that much better. In disability             
arts, being able to have these responsibilities needs to be considered, treated and             
honoured with respect and as much equality as possible. In that equality, it needs to be                
taken with equity. 

 
EQUALITY AND EQUITY 
 
Regardless of your role and responsibility in artmaking, equality and equity are            
fundamental; in the process of creation to exhibition (and after!) you need to give the               
treatment you expect, to everyone else! Equal treatment is something that, for most             
people I have met in life, disability arts and social justice, is not easy to get. The best you                   
or I can offer is to be equal by treating others how we want to be treated. Equity is                   
bumping that up to making sure everyone in the room can have access. Being in               
disability arts, life barriers are part of life, and together we can help make those barriers                
less, by using our abilities to recognize how we can make our art and inclusion of others                 
equitable. 
 

 
TIP #6: LOVE YOUR FUCK-UPS 
 
It is a dirty word. Fucking up, is also going to happen. Fucking up, is also equally valuable                  
to any success you will have. Loving your fuck ups, it is loving yourself. It is how you grow                   
from and with your fuck ups that give depth to your character and in turn show your love                  
for yourself and others. 
 
Regardless the frequency of fucking up, failure is success. Failures and successes are             
both important for learning and gaining experience. This is why I wrote that they are               
each other.  
 
What I mean when I say failure: 
 

➢ Failure is trying to succeed and not getting to what you were aiming for. When               
that happens you also succeeded in doing it in a way that does not achieve what                
you were aiming for.  

 
➢ The most important part, whether you succeed or fail is to use a method that               

works for you to keep track of it. By recording it this way as your art progresses,                 
the value of your experiences are important to your arts growth. 
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➢ Success is only what you allow success to be. In the beginning of this tip I                
remarked that regardless its frequency, failure is success. 

 
This is my recognition that to have success I needed my failures to build me to achieve                 
success; as much as any success I have had. It was then that I came to realize failure                  
and success are of equal footing in my learning of arts. Every failure I have had tells as                  
much of what I have done in disability arts as every success I have had. That said, when                  
you are finding your own path in disability arts, it is your choice in how you take your                  
successes and failures. As long as you allow them to be. 
 

 

How To Dance And Have A Disability: Tips From Harmanie Taylor 

In the 10 incredible years that I have been dancing, I have had to really understand my                 
disabled body, and learn some creative problem-solving techniques in and out of the             
dance studio.  

 

TIP #7 : CELEBRATE YOUR DIFFERENCE .  

Everyone has a body that is wholly unique. Everything it does and is capable of, is                
exciting because it is different and adds value to the dance space as a whole. It is unfair                  
to lament that it’s not the same as an able bodied person who has danced their whole.                 
As a person with a disability I was not afforded the same opportunities as a child. My                 
years of dancing experience come from mostly beginner integrated dance classes as            
that was what was available in my area. However, I know that in my chair with my long                  
arms I am able to achieve a level of grace and beauty that is wholly unique, and                 
valuable to dance. Every person I have danced with, even those with the same disability,               
has added something unexpected, and refreshing to the space. It is this uniqueness             
that makes mixed ability dance so fresh and exciting. 

 

TIP #8 . SELF-CARE MUST COME BEFORE DANCE. 

This one is difficult for me. I push myself to attend every dance class and make every                 
rehearsal. I go when I am sick and when I am in pain. I am always trying to prove that I                     
have what it takes to be a professional dancer (mostly to myself). But I am not healthy                 
and able bodied, I have more issues and challenges than an able bodied dancer. To               
hold myself to the same standard is detrimental to my overall health and wellbeing. I               
have learned and have to continually remind myself, to take the time for self-care. In               
taking the time to be healthy, I have more energy and creativity to put into the work. In                  
the studio take timeouts if you need them, ask for help and ask for space. If you need to                   
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stay at home, make sure you contact your instructor or choreographer, then take the              
time you need. Finding balance is difficult, but will ultimately make you a better dancer. 

 

TIP #9 . FIND OUT WHAT WORKS BEST FOR YOU 

I have mentioned the need to problem solve before. I think it is a huge part of integrated                  
dance. In improvisational dance you learn to problem solve movement as you go, as you               
dance with the unique bodies in the room to create a visual masterpiece. These skills               
are very useful outside of the work itself as well. Learning how to teach and               
choreograph dance has been a very slow journey for me. My brain doesn’t always hold               
all the dance activities in my head. It takes time and preparation before each class to                
center myself and get into the head space to be aware of everything that is happening                
in the room, to make sure every person is understanding and learning from each              
activity. I find I work best with a co teacher to back me up. We both are then able to use                     
our individual strengths to fill the gaps where we need help.  

The shaping of a dancer and a teacher takes time and patience. My best advice is: Be                 
gentle to yourself. Read some textbooks. Learn from different instructors. Most           
importantly be kind and patient to yourself. Breathe and enjoy the dance! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

Tips and Tools #4: Integrated Arts & Dance was written by Heath Birkholz and Harmanie 

Taylor, and coordinated by Emily Hutcheon.  

To learn more about Heath, Harmanie and Emily’s work , please check out MoMo Mixed 

Ability Dance , CRIPSiE , and All Bodies Dance Project. 

The 2016 ArtBridges Tips & Tools Series is funded by the Ontario Trillium Foundation. 

For more FREE resources and tools like this one, please visit www.artbridges.ca
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